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Abstract. For the accuracy of traditional HOG feature detection operator in the application of ATM 
retentate detection is not high, this paper proposes a distinguish between optimization based on 
texture HOG feature detection operator ATM retentate detection model. First eliminate background 
of the original image by LBP operato, in order to highlight the local texture feature of detecting target, 
and then set a tolerance factor to eliminate the instability of LBP operator when neighborhood pixels 
change small, then the application of probability theory is adopted to optimize variance the similarity 
measures, and finally on the basis of the LBP background elimination, using the idea of entropy to 
HOG feature weighted in order to improve the detection accuracy. Experimental results show that the 
accuracy of proposed improved HOG feature detection based on texture distinguish optimization 
operator's is higher, the effect in the application of ATM machine retentate detection is better. 

Introduction 

In recent years, with the continuous development of our country finance informationization 
project and the advancement of the gold card project ATM occupies a pivotal position in the financial 
environment. Number of ATM machines is growing, and equipment placement position surrounding 
environment is more and more complex, so the difficulty of security monitoring, management is 
increasing [1]. At present, the ATM machine mainly relies on artificial to monitor, so that to screen 
event disputes, uncover the ATM crime cases [2]. However, this approach can only achieve later 
forensics, is likely to miss the best time to solve the event, not only time-consuming, even if the 
evidence can be found, damage may also be inevitable. 

Many colleges and enterprises did research of ATM intelligent monitoring system, and obtained 
good results in some aspects. Liao [3] proposed the speed test the gaussian mixture model, but the 
large amount of calculation of the algorithm cannot satisfy the requirement of real-time. Caro [4] 
proposed boundary point method based on the determination of similarity matching, but the method 
for extracting target contour point of accurate and complete dependence is higher. Mao Xin [5] 
proposed the target mass analysis method based on human movement to realize the relic of detection. 
Seal just [6] proposed a detection algorithm based on time to judge the stranded object. Retentate 
detection algorithm uses background difference method to obtain the difference image of the current 
frame and background image, and does median filtering, binarization and morphological processing, 
to get the difference image binarization and the following processing. Bi [7] and others based on 
gaussian mixture distribution model, adopting different update rate cumulative mask update 
background model, established double background model. Based on the edge of the correlation 
matching algorithm, the identification and extraction prospect target, the spatial location of relic or 
move content is given and the police. Li [8] and others proposed a retentate or move content detection 
method on the basis of in average background updating model. Wang [9] and others studied 
surveillance and correlation analysis algorithm in the stranded in intelligent vide, when the 
monitoring objects in the scene the stranded, detect retentate and sends an alarm at the same time to 
extract the stranded key frames. Ye [10] and others put forward an effective algorithm for problems 
left over object detection in complex environment. Time to reach static threshold of briquette using 
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gradient direction histogram (HOG) pedestrian detection, after rule out the possibility of reside 
pedestrians will mark it as a relic. And to detect the relic to accelerate splitting test features (FAST) 
local match, to overcome the pedestrian barrier, the influence of light on the results. 

Based on traditional HOG feature detection operator in the defects existing in the practical 
application, this paper proposes a texture distinguish optimization HOG feature detection operator 
ATM retentate detection model, and its experimental simulation, verify the validity of the 
improvement strategy. 

Feature Detection Nodel based on HOG Operator  
The HOG feature detection operator [11] describes in the local area of a given image gradient 

direction and gradient intensity distribution and the change of situation, it can detect the target shape 
and outline a good show characteristics of the specific steps are as follows: 

First, input the given image to the detection window, add image Gamma standardization and of 
color space standardization to preprocess the input image.  

Then, calculate intensity and direction of the inside of the rectangular area of a given image 
gradient. H expresses an image, ( , )H x y  presents the gray value of a given image in pixels. Gradient 
calculation process is as follows: 

( , ) ( 1, ) ( 1, )xG x y H x y H x y= + − −                                                                (1) 

( , ) ( , 1) ( , 1)yG x y H x y H x y= + − −                                                                (2) 

( , )xG x y , ( , )yG x y represent a given image at ( , )x y pixel level in amplitude and the gradient in the 
direction of vertical gradient amplitude. The size of the gradient of the pixel points ( , )x y  is: 

2 2( , ) ( , ) ( , )x yG x y G x y G x y= +                                                                (3) 

Pixel gradient direction of the sample is: 
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A given image window is divided into some of the same size of the cell, the pixel in each cell 
weighted voting to subordinate to the gradient direction histogram to get the gradient histogram space 
and direction. The L2 - norm to of normalizet he gradient histogram, its computation formula is as 
follows: 

*

2 2

vv
v ε

=
+

                                                                               (5) 

v  represents the normalized before feature vector, 
k

v  represents its k  order norm 1,2k = , ε  
represents a very small constant.  

Finally, collect all the overlapping blocks in the detection window for HOG feature vector of a 
catch-all category. 

HOG feature detection operator was applied to the ATM retentate tests, it reflects statistics of the 
retentate contour direction probability and in a certain area, easily affected by the texture noise, just 
relying on the retentate gradient information is easy to reduce the rates of detection of retentate, so in 
this paper, the defects were improved. 

Optimization of HOG Operator ATM Retentate Detection Model Based on Texture 
Distinguish 

Texture Distinguish Optimization based on LBP Background Eliminating 
For HOG feature detection operator easily affected by the texture noise problem, this paper first 

USES the LBP operator [12] to eliminate background, in order to highlight the local texture feature of 
detecting target and enhance the robustness of the HOG operator. 
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LBP mainly adopts P  pixel in the neighborhood of radius R  to describe the texture characteristics 
of pixels. LBP calculation such as type (6): 

1
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= − ⋅∑                                                             (6) 
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                                                                                (7) 

cg represents pixel gray value of ( , )c cx y , pg  represents each pixel gray in the circular field value 
with radius R .  

However, when the neighborhood pixels change is small, LBP value calculation can get 
differences or fundamentally different results, so this paper sets a tolerance factor a to eliminate the 
effect, the formula becomes: 

1

,
0

( , ) ( ) 2
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P R c c p c

p
LBP x y s g g a

−

=

= − + ⋅∑                                                   (8) 

Build the background model is 0 1 1{ , ,..., }Nm m m −

   . im  represents i LBP texture histogram in 
background model, it uses the current pixel as the center, R  radius to calculate, each histogram has a 
weight iw .  

Background deduction process is: compare the current pixel histogram h


 and the model of the  n  
background of the histogram individually, if a variable of a histogram and the similar degree is less 
than the setting threshold, then the pixels was sentenced to prospect, otherwise sentenced as the 
background.  

Among them, the way of determine n  as shown in type (9) : 
1
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 similarity calculation is type (10) : 
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                                                                  (10) 

Then, the application of probability theory is adopted to similar measurement accuracy of the 
optimization. According to the application of probability theory, the variance is defined as: if ξ  is a 
random variable, if 2[ ( )]E Eξ ξ− exist, it is variance of ξ as ( )D ξ . 

2( ) [ ( )]D E Eξ ξ ξ= −                                                                     (11) 

Among them ( )E ξ  is the mathematical expectation of a random variable: 

1
( ) i i

i
E x pξ

∞

=

= ∑                                                                         (12) 

The above formula is a general definition of variance of a random variable, in ATM retentate 
recognition, for each image sequence, variances are defined as follows: 

2

1

1var ( , )
N

k k k
i

i
d S S

N =

 = ⋅   
∑                                                                (13) 

Among them, vark represents the k  child of variance of image sequence after dividing, N  
represents total number of training samples, S  represents sub image the average of all training 
samples: 

1

1 N

i
i

S S
N =

= ⋅∑                                                                           (14) 

kS  represents the k  sub image of all the sample average image S , k
iS represents the k  sub image 

of the i  sample, ( , )k k
id S S  represents all the sample average image S  and the similarity measure 

distance between samples iS  corresponding to the sub image, 21,2,...,k n= . 
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So, as long as the selected a similar measure as distance ( , )k k
id S S , for any image classification, can 

be in accordance with the above formula to calculate the corresponding to the variance of child image 
sequence, this variance as each child image of the local weights of texture feature, and then according 
to the corresponding weight on the similarity level fusion, finally, to this kind of background measure 
to eliminate. 
The HOG Feature Weighting Based on the Entropy  
On the basis of removal by LBP background, in order to further improve the precision of the HOG 
feature detection algorithm, this paper adopts the idea of entropy weighted on the HOG feature block. 

First calculate the entropy of the characteristics of each block, and then multiply the calculated 
entropy as a right value into corresponding characteristic block HOG feature vector, the 
normalization processing. Each of these characteristics of block of entropy calculation is as follows: 

 2
1

log
c l

i i
i

E P P
×

=

= −∑                                                                                  (15) 

1
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i c l
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                                                                       (16) 

ih  and iP  represent i  gradient histogram amplitude and the amplitude percentage of the total 
amplitude of the characteristics block, c  and l  represent the cell number of characteristics the block 
and number of the gradient histogram feature of each cell.  

Among them, if 0iP = , 2log iP  is negative infinitesimal, so we provisions when 0iP = : 
2log 0i iP P =                                                                              (17) 

By the above method, add the entropy into the characteristics of the block of HOG features, can 
effectively improve the accuracy of the original algorithm..  

Algorithm Performance Simulation 
In order to verify the effectiveness of the improved algorithm proposed in this paper, do simulation 

experiments. Experimental environment is: the CPU for the Intel (R) Core (TM) i5-3470, faster 3.2 G, 
memory 8 G, using Visual Studio 2008 development environment, and computer vision library Open 
CV 2.0. 

This experiment takes hat, mobile phones, stickers, for example, for a period of ATM real-time 
monitoring video retentate tests, which is shown in figure 1 that when hat is retentate the traditional 
HOG operator and improve the algorithm of test results, figure 2 that when phone is the retentate the 
test results of two kinds of algorithm, figure 3 that when stickers is retentate test the results of both 
methods (left for the traditional algorithm, the improved algorithm has the graph). 

              
Fig1 Existence detection result was when the hat     Fig2 Existence detection result thereof to the phone when 
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Fig3 The test results for the stickers was stranded when 

From the simulation experiments, this paper proposes the improved HOG feature detection based 
on texture distinguish optimization operator's accuracy is higher, in the application of ATM retentate 
detection effect is better. 

Summary 
With the development of the society, the retentate as ATM security problems get more and more 

attention, the original monitoring system has been unable to meet the needs of people.Based on 
traditional HOG feature detection operator in the defects existing in the practical application, this 
paper proposes a texture distinguish optimization based on ATM retentate HOG feature detection 
operator testing model, the experimental simulation results show that the proposed improved 
algorithm in ATM retentate detection accuracy is higher. 
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